
iXROVER FAQ

What is iXROVER?
iXROVER is a specially designed multifunctional stroller/buggy that allows you to do a variety of outdoor activities. 
iXROVER is suitable for children, adults and seniors alike. Whether you like cycling, skating, running, or hiking
 - you can do it all together now, at full blast, without remorse and with no fear for the health and comfort 
of  your loved ones.

Who is the iXROVER for?
In its standard version, the iXROVER is designed for newborns and kids of up to about 4-5 years of age. However, 
other versions for older children and adults having problems with their musculoskeletal system are available too. 
iXROVER extends the possibilities of movement about the city as well as the variety of outdoor activities.

Why choose iXROVER?
Safety, control, incredible versatility and the best quality - these are the main reasons to opt for the iXROVER. 
While the stroller/buggy driver can enjoy its high utility value, easy handling and a wide range of accessories, the 
passenger will literally luxuriate in spending time in the ergonomically shaped seat with maximum comfort. iXRO-
VER nevertheless offers more than comfort and convenience. It can also boast of its specific design - its unique and 
modern look will certainly attract your attention.

What size of iXROVER should I choose?
The iXROVER stroller is available in three sizes. The basic S size is designed for the smallest kids - it can be used by 
newborns up to children aged 4-5 years of up to 120 cm in height. The weight is limited by the relevant standard, 
but the stroller/buggy is capable of bearing considerable weight for real. Its technical features have been desig-
ned to exceed many times the required parameters, making the stroller/buggy the safest product of its kind in the 
market. It meets the standards of both a stroller and a bike trailer, and is therefore homologated for the road traffic. 
The models of larger M and L sizes are designed for older children and adults with mobility conditions.

What iXROVER versions may I order?
We have chosen a unique model for sale in Florida that boasts almost all the basic equipment - wheels, cycling kit, 
seat, fixation pad, hood, rear large bag, mosquito net, 5-point safety belt with padding, wind stopper, raincoat, 
safety hand belt, bike bag, waist bag/handle bag. All these “gadgets” turn iXROVER into a multifunctional and ver-
satile stroller/buggy - the best solution for a reasonable price.

What is iXROVERBuggy?
iXROVERBuggy is an upgraded version of the iXROVER stroller/buggy basic model that will satisfy even the most 
demanding customers. This version available in M and L sizes features a special monolithic reinforced aluminum 
skeleton, BUGGY 20” x 4.0 wheels and a front BUGGY wheel with a fork. The customers will certainly appreciate a 
bonus in form of a special BUGGY wheel bag. The stroller/buggy is perfect for rough terrains, such as the beach, 
bumpy and uneven surfaces or unpaved roads.



What materials is iXROVER made of?
iXROVER is made of the best quality materials. Extremely lightweight yet super-durable 6000 and 7000 series 
aluminum skeleton ensures maximum rigidity of the frame. Other components are of aluminum too. The heavy-du-
ty parts, such as the cycling kit, wheel attachments and other elements, are made of the highest quality stainless 
steel meeting the DIN 1.4301 standard. The upholstery is made of a highly durable Cordura fabric that ensures long 
durability of the seat, side panels and other stressed parts and is easy to wash.

Can anything go wrong with iXROVER?
Over time, the iXROVER brakes may wear out and thus diminish effect, as well as some of the other components. 
iXROVER is nevertheless so practically designed and structurally durable that you don't need to worry. Unless the 
stroller/buggy is damaged mechanically, chemically or otherwise, there is nothing you could break down. For better 
handling, maintenance and prevention of malfunctions, please read carefully the iXROVER instruction manual (web-
site link), explaining everything in detail.

What should I do if something goes wrong with the stroller?
First of all, read the user manual carefully, as it describes basic maintenance and servicing, making it easy for you to 
adjust your iXROVER. If any part of the stroller/buggy has been damaged, take a picture thereof immediately. Send 
the photos and a short video to info@ixroverfl.com together with a description of the problem and the circumstan-
ces of its occurrence, and we will contact you to offer a solution. Minor repairs may be provided by standard bicyc-
le repair shops. Spare parts or complex repairs are dealt with individually after the condition of the stroller/buggy is 
assessed.

How to maintain and service the stroller?
Maintenance and servicing of iXROVER are not difficult. Before each ride, check carefully all parts of the stroller/
buggy for proper attachment of the wheel suspensions and of the safety strap, for tightening of nuts and bolts, 
spokes, central axis and correct inflation. If you discover any impropriety or damage, correct it immediately to pre-
vent injury. Twice a year, the stroller/buggy should be entrusted into the hands of professionals and get checked at 
a standard bicycle repair shop.

What accessories can I choose of and do they fit on every iXROVER?
The accessories are generally divided into those that are versatile for all iXROVER's, those that are versatile for 
each stroller/buggy size, and those that are matched in size and color to the specific iXROVER version. You can find 
their overview in our e-shop (link), where you can easily choose according to your needs and taste. The most sou-
ght-after accessories include headrest, transport bag, special inserts, beach set, various pads, softened seat, wheel 
covers, various bags, and extended fixation and safety aids for individual solutions.

What should I do if I need customization of the stroller?
Send your inquiry together with your idea of how the stroller/buggy should be adapted to info@ixroverfl.com. We 
will assess them and suggest an optimal solution. If possible, we will do our best to tailor your iXROVER to fully suit 
your requirements, needs and wishes.



What is iXROVER Beach?
iXROVER Beach is a specially designed version of the iXROVER stroller basic model. It will satisfy even the most 
demanding customers. This version, which is available in S, M and L sizes, features a special monolithic reinforced 
aluminum skeleton, rear Beach 20” wheels with balloon tires and a 12” front Beach wheel with a fork. The Beach 
stroller is perfect into sandy terrains, especially sandy beaches. The uniquely designed wheels make it a piece of 
cake to handle the stroller on any sandy beach. 

Why choose iXROVER Beach?
This stroller model is the best solution for those who enjoy spending time with kids on the beach and by the sea. Its 
handling is absolutely unrivaled in the sand of all kinds. You can therefore easily bring your loved ones as far as the 
sea or just walk along the seaside and enjoy the salty breeze. This would not be possible with a classic stroller at 
all, since its wheels immediately sink into the sand and the stroller cannot be pushed in the terrain. iXROVER Beach 
allows you to spend time on the beach in company of all the family members with much more comfort. Besides 
that, the stroller easily takes in anything you need to spend a day at the seaside. It is equally easy to use it in sand 
dunes, during trips in a desert, etc. The stroller’s extremely lightweight but durable wheels of polyurethane (PU) 
ensure that it never buries into sand.

What makes iXROVER Beach better than the other “beach vehicles”?
The beach wheels with balloon tires, which have been designed especially for iXROVER, are made of extremely 
durable materials and the central bearings and hubs unit is made of the highest quality stainless steel. Thanks that, 
these parts never corrode and maintain their quality for a long time. At the same time, the wheels are designed 
to be easily compatible with the iXROVER base frame and feature QR (Quick Release) system, similarly to all the 
other wheel types that come with the iXROVER strollers. Thanks to its exceptionally easy handling, no other beach 
strollers equal iXROVER in functionality and operation properties. This model of iXROVER can also be complemen-
ted with all the other components and turned into a year-round stroller for the widest variety of activities, such as 
jogging, in-line skating, hiking, cycling while it used as a bike trailer, or simply for walks around the neighborhoods.


